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Instructions: 

1) Use black / blue point pen only. 

2) Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question paper. If written 

anything such type of act will be considered as an attempt to resort to unfair means 

3) All questions are compulsory. 

4) The numbers to the right indicates full marks. 

5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary. 

6) Distribution of syllabus in Question paper is only meant to cover entire syllabus 

within the stipulated frame. The Question paper pattern is mere guideline 

.Questions can be asked from any papers syllabus in to any question paper .Students 

cannot claim that the Question is out of syllabus .As it is only for the placement sake, 

the distribution has been done. 

            7. Use the common answer book for all sections. 
                                                      

Q1. Write short answer (Any10 out of 15)                      10X2=20 Marks. 

1. Define Pharmacopraxy and Pharmacognosy 

2. What are the Branches of Hom.Pharmacy 

3. Write about G.H.P. 

4. Define Alkaloid’s with two examples. 

5. Give 4 examples of medicine from Ophiotoxins 

6. Define Potentisation. 

7. What are the methods of Drug Proving and in which Aphorism it is mention? 

8. Write chemical formula,synonyms and Molecular weight of Sugar of milk. 

9. Write down Collection of sarcodes 

10. Define straight potency. 

11. Write down the ratio and Drug strength of class I to Class IV 

12. Write down the Cleansing of wooden instruments 

13. How to preserve venoms,corrosive substances,Phosphorus and Hepar sulph 

14. Write down English meaning of following abbreviation 

       I) C.M                III) SOS 

       II) Vac.ven        IV) HS 

15.How  will you dispense liquid potency? 

 

 

 

 

Q.2)  Write short Answers (Any 4 out of 6)                       4X5= 20 Marks 



a) Nosodes 

b) Collection of Animal kingdom 

c) What is Doctorine of signature ? Explain with examples. 

d) Waterbath with its uses and cleansing 

e) Preservation of mother tincture 

f) class IX 

 

 

Q.3) Write short Answers (Any 4out of 6)                        4X5= 20 Marks 

a) H.P.U.S 

b) Glycerine 

c) Placebo 

d) Fluxion Potency 

e) Ointment 

f) Quality control in Homoeopathy 

 

Q.4) Long answer Questions (Any 2out of 4)                     2X10= 20 Marks 

a) Define & Describe prescription writing with the 2 examples 

b) What is specialty & originality of Homoeopathic Pharmacy? 

c) What is the scope of external application in Homoeopathy. Write about Cerates 

d) Describe Distillation with its methods. 

 

Long answer question.(Any one from Q.5, 6, &7)                  1X20= 20 Marks 

 

Q.5) Define Vehicle & Describe the preparation of ethyl alcohol with its 

properties, uses, & impurities of ethyl alcohol. 

 

Q.6) Write in detail about preparation of Q by New methods 

 

Q.7) Define Homoeopathic Posology. Write in detail about selection of potency & 

Repetition of Dose. Describe concept of minimum dose. 

 

 

 


